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Summary
Engine 4 responded to 64 calls for service during May. As Covid restrictions are slowly being
lifted Engine 4 is starting to build back into our routine of company surveys.
Personnel
The B shift consisting of FF. Rehberg and FF. Rossi is still operating without a regular officer as
LT Defour is still deployed. I am very pleased these two have done a great job working with the
overtime Officers to keep operations moving, staying up on spring clean-ups and hose testing.
Thank you to them both for their efforts.
On the 2nd Engine 4’s crew, Capt. Plaster, FF. Spatcowski and FF. Chapin responded to an
accident with entrapment. The crew operated quickly to remove the victim and start CPR.
Engine 4’s Automatic External defibrillator was used. Unfortunately, the victim’s outcome was
not what we would have hoped, but the proficiency and professionalism of the crew are
noteworthy.
Apparatus/Equipment
The AED was called into service this month and new pads were ordered and delivered.
Fire Stations/Facilities
Offshore Construction was down at Engine 4 on the 10th to do an annual inspection of the roof.
All came back satisfactory. Public works were out this month to change out our air handling
filters. Also, a thank you to the IT department for a quick response to some scanner issues we
had at Engine 4.
Miscellaneous
Engine 4 over the last few months has had the pleasure to help out at the Farmers to Families
food share. They have come to an end on Saturdays and will be changing to Thursdays. I wanted
to take this opportunity to thank all the members of Engine 4 for participating in this project. It
serves as a good reminder to all members that helping people does not always have to be in
grandiose ways, small acts can go a long way to improving people’s lives.
Respectfully submitted,

Todd Correll
Todd Correll, Captain

